CONTRACT REVIEWS
Many GCs are being asked pointed questions about what options their companies have under their
contracts. Here are some tips if you are gearing up for a contract review project:
1.

Don't review every contract
This is an excellent time to calm your inner-completionist and focus on the contracts that matter.
Which matter? Ask your finance department to rank contracts by spend or operations to tell you
which relationships they can (or can't) live without. There comes a cut-off point on every ranked
list when it just doesn't matter.

2.

What do you need to make a decision?
At the heart of the excellent book How to Measure Anything (do read it) is the principle that you
only measure things as necessary to make good-enough decisions. At the start of your project,
figure out what your objectives are and what initial decisions you are going to be making. What
do you need to make those decisions? And if you are going to be amending or terminating your
contracts, what details do you need to create the next document? That's your list of points to be
reviewed. No more, no less.

3.

Measure twice, cut once
OK, you think you know what to check in the contract and you think the reviewers are on the
same page, but are you really sure? Get them to review five contracts and capture the answers as
structured options. Now go through the output and confirm that this is really giving you what you
need. Once you are happy, then open up the throttle on the rest of the reviews.

4.

Tracking progress
Your core metric is going to be how fast the reviewers are working
through the list. The best way of showing this is a burn-down chart (or
burn-up chart if you keep adding to the list of reviews), which shows the
percentage completed. The trick is to minimise the area under the line the area represents how long you are being prevented from making
decisions.

5.

Don't wait for all the contracts
If you are like most of the companies we have met, you may not have
every contract (and amendment) in one place ready to go for the
review. Kick yourself later (and see below). In the meantime, don't wait
until you have found the final missing document before you start the
review process. If you get going, you can start making decisions earlier.

6.

Play nice
If you need to enter into a bunch of agreements or amendments off the back of your review, you
don't want your project to bog down unnecessarily over silly points. Figure out the minimum you
need and make it look reasonable. Explain what is happening with a helpful opening email that
sets out what you are trying to achieve and be persuasive. We have seen too many projects get
stuck after the companies that are just going to roll-over do so, but the rest start ignoring
messages. See our piece On Being Reasonable for real-world data on the impact this can have
(and how one clause made a project run four times longer).

7.

Now you've got your contracts in one place...
If you haven't already, once you've pulled the contracts together, it would be an excellent time to
store them in a contract management system (or at least somewhere central). Have a look at our
In-house Guide to LawTech for more on this topic.

